ZZZ	EUROPE   AT   PLAY
of hooliganism at a winter resort which has everything
of the most pleasant to offer to its guests.
M. Hans Badrutt, the owner of the Palace Hotel, of
which the bar has been a setting at times of more than
hilarity, has recently taken out his weed-killer with
excellent results, so that the flowers may breathe an air
of happiness instead of apprehension. It is not amusing
to think that at a gala night a roll of bread may be thrown
at you and splinter the glasses on your table.
Also it is considered to be the worst taste for a young
man to arrive in the middle of a big private dinner party
in ski-ing clothes and to sprawl over the table in front
of his hostess, a kind, generous person, who naturally
did not feel in the position to remonstrate.
Mr. Hubert Martineau, who has seen the last sixteen
seasons of Palace Hotel life, though he deplores anything
that creates a bad impression of the Englishman in the
Alps, is of the reasonable opinion that it is part of the
annual curriculum to include a certain amount of noise
and gaiety. Others, not so tolerant, sit in the hall and
sniff down their noses at any sound above a whisper.
That is equally unreasonable, yet "to deprive elderly
people of their bogies is as brutal as snatching from
babies their big stuffed bears/'
Never worry in these Continental resorts if you do
not possess a tide. Nearly everybody else has got one,
so you remain in a distinguished minority. For on the
Continent all the sons of all the counts call themselves
counts, and it would need an expert in permutations and
combinations to discover the possible grand total in
. Europe, exclusive of Spain and Soviet Russia. In any
case, many of them can be counted out altogether. Still,
you can learn a lot from them with regard to pretty

